
                                                                 
 

FFC CAN Leadership Meeting 
September 13, 2017 

10-11:30AM 
 

In Attendance: Rob Lockhart, Maria Guzman, Jomarie Vargas, Claribel Correano, Karen Betances, 

Anavivian Escalante, Allison Bassett, Paris Looney, Lauren Zimmermann, Jessica Kubicki, Maria 

Satterwhite-Porpora, Jennifer DaSilva, Nicole Pace, Wendalina Claudio, Amy Galaz, Gregory Hauck, 

Tonisha Cohen-King, Marilyn Pratt, Cheryl Bell 

1. Welcome and Introductions 
 

2. Review of CAN Grievance Policy 

 Passed out agency contact for grievances for everyone to review- electronic copy will go out 

 Review of CAN grievance policy:  
o Client dissatisfied with the decision and not sure how to navigate through the 

process- how do we address? 
 Create client version of CAN grievance policy to be provided to them 

o CAN resolution form- for one of the 4 identified CAN grievances that agencies 
complete and be able to access for future references 

o Adam Bovilsky- suggested removing last bullet from form, which everyone agreed 
o Adding 211 contact on our grievance form for staff to reference if a client has a 

complaint about the 211 staff/ process specifically 
 

3. Why do we need to discuss Immediate Need Shelter Protocol? 

 Data- shelter entries for July versus shelter waitlist: 43% entries came from SWL and were 
documented appropriately; 32% were on the list and entered sheltered, but not 
documented appropriately; 25% entries into shelter that weren’t on our SWL at all 

o 77 shelter entries total in July 
o 33 people were compliant; 25 people in gray area; 19 people had no record on SWL 
o 50-100 individuals; 50 families- on waitlist reporting they are outdoors 

 While we aren’t going to be able to reach 100%, we really need to ensure we are 
documenting 100% on SWL, but there might be a percentage of those who are in the gray 
area  

 Lauren is going to notify each agency the percentage of compliance they are following on 
SWL and which clients entered shelter out of compliance 

 Reasons why: SWL process is inefficient- can’t connect with people; community providers 
and if the police drop someone off, they have to jump to shelter them; special populations; 
super hard to engage person who is living outdoors and they finally agreed to shelter; 
capacity issue (don’t have capacity to document or training on how to document)- meaning 
shelters are compliant but it doesn’t show compliance b/c lack of documentation; out of 
state 

o There could be instances where outreach workers engage the street homeless and 
when they finally get into shelter, there might not be the connection to the CAN  

o We have to encourage outreach workers to ensure that if they are bringing clients 
into shelter, it is part of their job to contact 211 as well 

 



                                                                 
 

 Shelter Waitlist eligibility: reporting sleeping unsheltered, facing imminent discharge from 
institution (48 hours); currently doubled up but unsheltered stay within 7-day window; 
doubled up with someone who has section 8 or public housing 

o Self report vs street homeless- better way to define?  
o Hotel stays are difficult b/c they are not considered homeless but that can change 

immediately 
o Such capacity issues within our entire system and documentation issues cause 

delays as well 
o Can we have improved collaboration between outreach workers and navigators to 

ensure that those that are living outdoors really are being prioritized for shelter 
faster? 

 Prioritization for both housing and shelter should happen collectively, versus how 
independently they have been happening before 

 
4. Next Steps 

 Outreach integration into the CAN system 

 Shelter swapping 

 Continued conversation on this shelter meeting 
 

 
 
 
Meeting Schedule: Wednesday 10/11/17, 10-12PM 


